We report a 3D PD sorter capable of sorting at 11 purity within a single channel.
Introduction
Various microfluidic FACS systems [1 enclosed environment for sterile (co microfluidic integration for further ana throughput and purity compared with group recently proposed a novel sortin bridge the gap in speed and sorting pur 2D hydrodynamic focusing and was ab However, the sorting purity dropped to prior configuration created synchroniz speeds and decreased the PLACS devic
Here, we present a new 3D PLACS d pathways to achieve 3D hydrodynamic cycle), small liquid jet perturbation vo sec -1 ) passing particles or cells are the th
Principle and device structure
The device consists of a main channel fabrication processing, hydrodynamic f waste channel initially. . Our prior PL ble to achieve 90% sorting purity at 3,000 cells sec -1 wit o 45% at 10,000 cells sec -1 due to the lack of third dimen zation issues between particle detection and channel swi ce switching efficiency. device ( Fig. 1 ) that utilizes multilayer PDMS channels c focusing. An ultrafast switching mechanism (20 μsec fo olume, and 3D sheath flow focusing for accurate timing three critical factors enabling high purity sorting at high th l with two outlets, collection and waste (Fig. 1a) . Utilizi flow focusing can be realized in 3D (Fig. 1b) . Samples cent particles or cells flow through the detection zone an D5-01 SENS-TECH) through a 25× N.A. 0.4 objective le width, 532 nm in wavelength, repetition rate up to 100 kH to induce water breakdown and activate a cavitation bub -adjusted time delay. ing thin film PDMS are focused into the nd are detected by a ens, a laser pulse (QHz with a maximum bble through a 100× Fig. 2b demonstrates a cavitation bubb particle into the collection channel. At through the nozzle and causes ~ 100 deflected into the collection channel (F shows a side view of the 3D device. T and horizontal directions (Fig. 3b, 3c) . 
Experimental results
To evaluate the sorting performance, R Tracer dye and unstained cells are mixe 1 , depending on throughput. Sorted cell then analyzed by a commercial flow cy than 95% purity is achieved at collectio high as 89.6% at a throughput of 23,00 to a cell clogging issue (Fig. 4b) . Amo 3D PLACS achieves high purity, high c conventional aerosol-based FACS whi microfluidic devices. Ramos human Burkitt lymphoma cells stained with Vybra ed at a ratio of 1:1,000 and placed at a concentration of 1 ls are collected, stained with propidium iodide for cell via ytometer (FACSCantoII, BD). At speeds less than 11,00 on from an initial purity of 0.1% (Fig. 4a) . The sorting pu 0 cells sec -1 and then drops to 45.4% at a throughput of 4 ong all collected samples, no significant loss in viability cell viability sorting in a fully enclosed channel at a throu ile preserving the potential for powerful downstream in 
